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international shipping options and costs. Ford E owners have reported a total of problems for
their cars built in the 24 model years listed in the chart below. The chart shows the number of
problems reported across all service years for each given model year of the Ford E The Ford E
cars have the most problems reported problems. The following chart shows the 24 most
common problems for Ford E cars. The number one most common problem is related to the
vehicle's engine and engine cooling problems. The second most common problem is related to
the vehicle's tires problems. It would not be fair to compare the Ford E of an older model year to
newer model years since older vehicles have been in service longer and thus are expected to
have more problems. In order to compare the reliability across E model years, we use the PPMY
index which is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. A smaller
PPMY index indicates greater reliability of the given model year cars. Another way to measure
the reliability across the model years of the Ford E is to use the total number of problems
reported during the vehicle's first year in service, as shown in the Table 4. Car Problems. Table
1. Total number of problems by model year for Ford E Table 2. Common problems of Ford E
Table 3. Table 4. Number of problems in vehicle's; first service year. Engine And Engine
Cooling. Service Brakes. Electrical System. Diesel Fuel System. Power Train. Other Fuel
System. Gasoline Fuel System. Show more problems Vehicle Speed Control. Seat Belt. Air Bag.
Exterior Lighting. Electronic Stability Control. Unknown Or Other. Air Brake. Parking Brake. For
Ford has discontinued the E-Series cargo and passenger vans with the incoming Transit van
but will continue producing the cutaway and stripped chassis until the end of the decade. In
addition, Ford will offer an eight-passenger variant of certain E models. The Ford E-Series is a
range of work vans that encompasses several different models, from the utilitarian cargo van to
the passenger wagon. The E-Series is being phased out, and the Transit is being introduced. It
fits above the Transit Connect in the full-size commercial van segment. For the Ford E is
available with a 4. Buyers who step up to an E get the option of either a 5. Mileage on the
heavy-duty E vans is 12 and 10 mpg in the city, respectively. Extended wheelbase versions of
the E can seat up to 15 passengers, and properly equipped models can tow up to 10, pounds.
The NHTSA gave the E and passenger E variants a three-star rollover safety rating, but the
passenger E received just a two-star rating out of a possible five stars. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Long-running model, no surprises Up to 15 passengers Versatile and can be arranged
for just about any business endeavor. Aging model hasn't been updated in years The upcoming
Ford Transit has newer technology Dated styling. Expand All New for Key Competitors. All
Model Years Make Ford. Model E-Series Van. So I bought a Ford van to make a DIY campervan
out of it and road trip around the world and then I changed my mind, but that means you get to
live my once dream! You are getting a barely driven low mileage maybe around or something
like that but I have no way of checking because it's a digital display and the battery is not
working due to not driving it and I am selling it by March 31 which is when registration ends and
needs inspection sticker replaced Ford E extended body white van with Quigley 4x4 never used
, high top done by Cyclevan company with carpeted shelf side awning windows that crank open
and closed for air. The standing room is about 6 feet and 6 feet 1 inches in the middle. It has
double side doors behind the passenger door and also double back doors. It also has insulation
padding with an ecofriendly plywood floor installed by me. And then it's got a hole drilled
through the floor to hook an extra cable up to the battery and a side RV park outlet. So it was an
unfinished DIY campervan that you can finish! Van will be 5 years old this March. Please bring
certified bank check and then we will go to the DMV and sign some paperwork to give you the
title of the van. It needs new windshield wipers and a new driver's side weatherstrip for the
door. It needs a replacement battery. I don't smoke or have any pets. Tinted windows and Thule

roof rack with Yakima MegaWarrior cargo basket with extension insert and hi-lift jack. Has some
scrapes and a few small dents, very clean and virtually rust free, one rust hole formed in lower
quarter panel behind passenger rear tire due to debris and moisture being captured in that area,
cleaned it out and performed a temporary patch. A new panel can be purchased for around 50
dollars. Right side rear door needs shimmed but closes and locks with no problem, just want to
disclose everything. Rear Interior is high grade bed lined as well as side door rocker panel, has
a few existing holes in floor from prior owner installed rack system. The wooden shelving unit
pictured can easily be removed with a few screws if so desired. Draw bar for tow hitch is not
included in sale. Very solid 4x4 from the south, fluid filmed every year. All I want to do is pack
some gear in this beast and head for the mountains, but since my wife and kids won't let me
maybe you can. Too many vehicles currently in the arsenal so time to sell a few. This is a very
high dollar van, with an astoundingly rare and desirable 7. It also has dual rear wheels, and
looks VERY cool. This van is loaded with every option imaginable from the time. The paint is in
fantastic shape for the age and mileage, and it was always garage kept and fleet maintained. It is
extremely comfortable and has 6 huge captains seats. It has a manual transfercase for the 4x4,
and everything works exactly as it should. Mechanically it runs and drives well down the road,
but as one should expect from any 20 year old van, it does have some oil leakage, and for some
reason cruise control wasn't working for us. Everything else seems to function as it should! It
has upgraded sound system with added speakers, separate radio and headphones in the back,
separate rear air controls, and tons of wood grain! You will not find another Van for sale like
this, it is truly one of a kind, and if you know what your looking at, you know the value of these.
It has been completely customized inside and out and looks amazing. Everything on it works
exactly as it should. The tires are in like new condition. The transmission has been completely
rebuilt and upgraded. This is a one of a kind van. Don't miss out on this one!! Up for auction we
have a recently retired Ford E 4X4 news van that runs strong. This van is in fair shape with
some minor rust around the body and is solid underneath with minimal surface rust on chassis.
We did notice the front bracket which is not factory its part of the 4x4 conversion that holds the
bottom of the leaf spring in place is rusted through so you will need to buy a bracket or have
one made. I drove this van 40 miles with the bracket broken and would suggest having it towed
due to pot holes and tires are junk. Van runs and shifts perfect and with some cosmetic love it
will make a nice work van for someone. There are scratches and dents around the body any
questions feel free to call Jim at Old and Used Vehicle. Engine Runs well and Vehicle drives.
Handling a little difficult due to poor alignment. Some cracks in upper body caulked.
Considerable rust damage to conversion supports under bus body. Passenger steps need to be
replaced and the passenger side door is currently not operable, consequently. One of the
passenger-door windows is secured with duct tape. Please notice that the last of the pictures is
from time when the door did open - the door is currently as described. I merely included the
picture because it is an otherwise accurate depiction of the right side of the bus. All 15 seats
now have working seat-belts. Rear tires all new. Front tires also recent. Air Conditioning repairs
made one year ago. AC not working as well as when fixed then. See pictures to assess rust
damage under body. Lots of fun for children. Windows work and provide beautiful bright
sunlight. I'm trying to disclose all the bad as I feel I was not fairly informed when I purchased
this in summer of But there is something good here for someone who wants to put time and
money into repairs. This is the reason why most pictures are of the terrible things you could see
about the undercarriage that neither we, nor any of the mechanics who worked on the van, saw
for the first year we owned it. If you do work yourself, or know someone you trust, this 4x4
Dually might make a great bus or RV. Make an offer. Rust damage must be repaired to pass PA
inspection. Initial estimates ranged from 5, to 8, dollars to have work done professionally.
Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield, CA. Elk Grove, CA. Federal Way, WA. Sacramento, CA. Fitzwilliam,
NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Category - Mileage Posted Over
1 Month. Ford : E-Series Van 7. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Born Free. Model Built For Two. Make Ford. Model E Extended.
The seller reports this unit is in overall great condition. The exterior shows normal wear and
tear. The interior is very clean as this is a custom conversion. All systems work as expected,
according to the seller. Stock Well maintained conversion with many extras, vinyl flooring, new
tires in , tinted windows, ceiling vent fan, backup camera and much more! She is also equipped
with a Ford engine that has , miles. Reason for selling is no longer use. Model Econoline E
Stock Custom van great for off grid vacations! Runs excellent, low miles, custom hightop,
interior almost complete, perfect for DIYer! Make it your own! She is also equipped with a Ford
engine that has 52, miles. Make Ford E Commander. Model Class C. Runs like NEW all interstate
miles New tires, New Brakes, New Front end alignment, Tires balanced Bed in master bedroom
new even new windshield wipers This is a quality custom built unit all solid oak cabinets

Generator watts starts at the push of a button has Microwave Refrig works on 12V LP or house
electric Interior pull down shades day or night shades Bedroom has new tinted one way
windows you can see out but no one can see in Holding tanks for water and sewer now
winterized Unit cost 65K New cab seats are custom flexsteel Sofa sleeps two it is a futon style
fold open also has a swivel chair Ford e commander Excellent condtion runs great. Yes, you
read correctly it has , miles on it. The only thing that has those miles is the body. The running
gear has about 60, miles on it from a one ton Ford truck. The conversion was done two years
ago. This is an incredible vehicle. Rides very smooth for a one ton and has the sought after 7. It
runs and drives very well. The undercarriage has very little rust on it. You can put all you want
on the full length roof rack from the ladder on the side. It has sway bars front and rear. There is
a 15 gallon water tank on top along with solar panels but plenty of space left over. It has a new
Serta Perfect Sleeper Queen size mattress in back that sleeps two very comfortable. It has
everything you need for hunting, camping, or off grid exploring. Has a second row seat that is
not shown that also has new upholstery that goes with it. All of the interior upholstery is two
years old. We love this vehicle. We are building a new one so this one is for sale. You will love
this vehicle. It is super heavy duty and beefy but rides nice. This van has a lot of equipment.
Read it carefully. Here is some of the equipment. Good luck bidding and please ask me any
questions you may have. Randy Model M Sleeps 6. Kitchen table folds down to double bed.
Ladder to double bed above driving area. Microwave, cooktop with oven. Refrigerator and
freezer. Shower stall with spray nozzle. Bathroom sink and toilet. Outside shower hose for
washing the sand off the kids before they go inside. Lots of storage both inside and out. A must
see with only Make Ford. They traded this unit to us for a bigger RV. They were getting older
and grew tired of having to climb up to get into the bed in this unit, so they went with a bigger
unit with more room and a dedicated bed. He had this custom ordered to his liking!! He ordered
the van with the 7. It has multiple seating configurations to seat up to 7 adults with a rear bench
seat, 2 rear captain chairs and 2 front captain chairs. Top can be raised to sleep 2 adults and
rear bench seat can be folded down to a queen size bed to sleep 2 adults. Exterior removable
awning with full screens that create a great fully enclosed outdoor space. Removable Galley
that houses 10 Gal. A removable captain chair can go in its place to seat 7 people comfortably.
Front passenger swivel seat and 2 easily removable rear captain chairs more cargo room.
Electric bench couch that folds down to a queen size bed to sleep 2. This can be removed if
needed. Sportsmobile Penthouse pop up top allows for full standing up and also provides a
double size bed to sleep 2, also has zippered screens and windows in top to allow fresh air but
keep the bugs out. Dark tinted windows plus snap on curtains for added comfort and privacy at
night when the lights are on. Kenwood in dash entertainment system with DVD, Bluetooth, 10
speakers, and integrated back up camera. Lower interior panels have been finished with
sprayed on bedliner and Core trax recessed in the floor and under floor storage Exterior Full
size spare tire mounted on exterior rear door rack. Outside storage container is great for
firewood, extra gas tanks, or additional cargo storage. Roof rack with cross bars ready for all
types of rack attachments. Exterior drivers side ladders for easy access to the roof rack Front
bumper is winch ready This van runs amazing and has been regularly maintained and serviced
throughout its history All recent service records in hand as well as all documentation from the
Sportsmobile and Quadvan conversions. We are sadly selling this Motorhome as we are
returning home to Australia after a dream USA adventure. This Motorhome is in excellent
mechanical condition and has been driven extensively over the past 6 months. It is very
comfortable inside and has very low mileage. If you are looking for a cheap motorhome that is
reliable you will not be disappointed. Model Ford E Text or Call FORD cruise cont. Propane
heather and water heather. Comes with: Kitchen equipm. Sioux Falls, SD. The Lakes, NV.
Sussex, NJ. North Topsail Beach, NC. Los Angeles, CA. Tucson, AZ. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Category - Length 18 Posted 1 Week Ago. Category - Length 20 Posted 2 Weeks
Ago. Category - Length 26 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Length 21 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 24 Posted Over 1 Month. Dealer
POP Yachts 4. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays
Ford E, E, E, E, E , , , , , , , , , , , If electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may
have been overloaded and blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair
any electrical parts, check the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. If electrical components in
the vehicle are not working, a fuse may have blown. Blown fuses are identified by a broken wire
within the fuse. Check the appropriate fuses before replacing any electrical components. The
fuse panel is located below and to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the
panel cover to access the fuses. To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse
panel cover. The instrument panel relay module is located behind the radio in the center of the

instrument panel. The engine compartment relay module is located in one of two places. On the
driver side of the engine compartment above the brake master cylinder Gasoline engine , or on
the passenger side of the engine compartment behind the power distribution box Diesel engine.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the
battery before servicing high current fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the
specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire
damage and could start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse.
Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service
center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're
ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies
to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always
Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Transmission range TR sensor , Backup lamps,
Auxiliary battery relay, Trailer tow relay Auxiliary battery relay, Engine compartment fuses 5 , 14
, Refine your search. Automatic Manual Rear 1, Front 4wd 2wd Awd Conversion Van Classic
Cars 3. Short Bed 8 Mini Truck 1. Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Ford E 4wd For Sale
results. Refine search. Keeps it much cooler -2 ah 6v golfcart batteries watt trip lite power
inverter-2 7 gal water containers under kitchen sink with 12v pump Air Conditioni
2006 vw passat fuse diagram
pimp out jeep wrangler
ford explorer fuel filter replacement
ng. Transmission will need replacing eventually, but still runs good. Engine runs really strong.
Key Open cargo area with rear barn doors and curb side sliding door. Hard to find combination!
Call or email for more info. Was going to make it into a sweet camper 4x4 van but my daily took
a crap on me and need money for a car. Strong V10 engine has ,xxx miles but that is nothing for
these 6. Ford E Ford E 0. Please call or email us for the free vehicle history report and more
details about this specific vehicle. Interior Color: Tan.. Exterior Color: Red. Location:
Lawrenceville , GA. Transmission: Automatic. Fill at home or at the many cng stations here in
utah.. Runs on clean burning natural gas. Straight body, have 4 bucket seats and 2 bench seats,
seats nine.. Van looks and runs great. For Complete details contact dealer. Exterior Color:
Burgundy. Location: Orlando , FL. More details and Carfax Report. Location: Knoxville , TN.
Exterior Color: Gray. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

